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MARKUS RANTALA WHO IS LOBBING DEPRESSION AND IT´S SIDE
EFFECTS WHICH ARE PHYSIOLOGICAL DISEASES FROM CANCER
PATIENTS AND HOW IT IS PROOFED VIA EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY
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HEALTH SUMS VIDEO
https://terveyssummit.fi/jakso-2-muistiinpanot/

According to Markus Rantala, antidepressants treat symptoms and not root causes. When the
symptoms are, for example, closed-mindedness, this could be treated with alcohol, which somehow
removes inhibitions and people become more open.

When medicine has started "feeding" chemical compounds with a formula similar to olanzapine, it's
like giving patients alcohol for symptoms of depression, which has practically no side effects even in
the long term, is a good indication of the intentions of modern medicine in relation to patients when
it is feeding mental problems that are medically non-existent and imaginary psychological diseases,
these drugs which are very similar compounds to LSD, which is also a medically developed substance
which is registered in the criminal code.

According to Rantala, the factors that trigger depression
Rantala talks a lot about chronic stress and low-grade inflammation as factors that trigger depression.

In my circle of friends, a person had received a wound through which some bacteria had entered the
body, which took my friend's "ability to function normally". I remember he received antibiotics from
the emergency room because the CRP was something like 800 and this is the truth about human
infections that are the result of some normal defense mechanism that is activated when there is some
bacteria or a wound in the body that triggers antibody production.

It is really disgusting to watch from the sidelines, completely powerless, the ruthless plans of these
professors/doctors of the University of Turku against humanity, where the abuse of medicine plays a
big role, which has been made possible by the deliberate misinterpretations of statistics without a
scientific explanatory factor, which has made it possible to shift medically non-existent diseases to the
side of medicine on false grounds. The only reasonable explanation for this activity is the opening of
big doors for medical researchers due to the diseases of their patients, who are completely
dependent on their sick patients in the name of which research work can be carried out, because
animal experiments are apparently quite boring. This research work to map the secret of the human
body, which is carried out under the guise of patients' imaginary diseases, is like the holy grail of
medicine, which enables any kind of research, because the disease that we are researching and curing
does not even exist, medically speaking, but this is what the professors and doctors of the University
of Turku tell the public.

Neurotransmitters specific to depressive types as manipulated by Rantala
When Markus Rantala talks with a big mouth about how different types of depression are
"neurochemically different and how the neurotransmitter behaves differently". At this point, I can't
help but notice the fact that humans are an attractive environment for psychiatrists to study humans
and their brains, the effect of trillions of electrochemical and chemical reactions on the brain and, in
general, on everything that happens in our body with the help of the brain, and how these reactions
can be disturbed by chemical compounds and what it causes in humans.

https://terveyssummit.fi/jakso-2-muistiinpanot/
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It is a big question mark, what atrocities are being done to patients in the VTH department led by
Kerava Auervaara and in other mental hospitals in the name of medicine, and which can nevertheless
be covered up in the form of delusions created for the patients, but the research results of these
professors at the University of Turku give a pretty good picture of the truth of what these institutions
hold and what they are trying to do to cover up in every possible way with patients' imaginary
delusions and their non-existent treatments that should cure them
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Rantalan who talked himself into a bag in an interview
At the beginning of the video, Rantala talks about how depression should not be treated with drugs at
all, but before the interview he advertises the effectiveness of treating depression with drugs, which
is almost as misleading as the disinformation series produced by the state propaganda machine YLE
about the treatment of depression with ketamine and the electrotherapy clinic accompanied by truck
driver Jan and handyman Jantusen.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse

The description above is the result of my own investigations as a crime reporter because they have
shown that this part of medical care is a very free area for soloing in the name of "disease", which is
guided by the interpreters' own academic careers, unlike mine, which is characterized by impartiality
and the defense of the rights of a minority group. In the name of the operation-free environment of
this part of the medical care, these problem citizens are fed harsh chemical compounds for medically
non-existent diseases.

At the beginning of the video, Rantala talked about the root causes of depression, i.e. what causes
depression and what should be invested in. I myself agree with Rantala on this, i.e. cleaning the living

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse
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environment of individuals from harmful factors, which in the case of the problem citizens I represent
are the systematic unfair actions of the authorities that are systematically targeted towards these
individuals (the killer of Emilia Nieminen, the killer of Hyvinkää, the school killers of Kauhajoki and
Jokela, and the Ylivieska church arsonist). The church arsonist in Ylivieska, who had also been dropped
from working life and nothing was done about this, was fed only harsh chemical compounds for a
medically non-existent disease, which justifies the patient's slander in the future trial, bearing in mind
where these actions and medications inevitably lead to with provocation.

In the middle of the video, Rantala talks about how "different depressions are neurochemically
different, so their treatment is also different, which means that there is no one right medicine". So
at this point, Rantalainen would be treating the symptoms of depression with medication, and not so
much the factor causing the depression. Depression, which is a medically non-existent disease, its
treatment is certainly very varied, even with medication, but if we look at cases that lead to shocking
acts, I take as an example the case of a foreigner named Andreas Lubitz, who was treated with
Olanzapine, which causes major suicidal thoughts, which is precisely suitable for causing an act that
shocks society when it comes to an airplane driver...but as I suspect from the actions related to the
cases in Finland, this may also have been a deliberate act of psychiatry that wants to create diseases
based on witchcraft on Earth, in the name of which innocent problem citizens can be burned on the
altar of medicine because of the academic careers of some researchers.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/germanwings-andreas-lubitz

The association between low-grade inflammation and depression
Rantala has done what the friend club of Turku universities Ekelund, Larma, Karlsson, Korkeila,
Salokagas expected from him, which is obvious if you look at the speeches of this friend club. Rantala
brings low-grade inflammation to the context of this depression, which in itself has received the only
truth cancer patients like the truck driver Jan who was in the YLE documentary, who also in the Turku
way is lobbying for these diseases to problem citizens suffering from autumn depression so that they
can be driven to a premature grave or, at best, to a mental hospital.

Hasse "who is not interested in power" is driving depression into cardiovascular diseases, which occur
most obviously in these cancer patients, to "medicate" with harsh chemical compounds, there is a
real medical disease such as cancer. When these diseases have been credibly transferred to the
autumn depression, the deaths of these problem citizens will not raise any doubts in our country's
police, who lie in a deep hibernation regarding crimes.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/hasse-karlsson

Rantala who talks with a bigger mouth about inflammation and the connection between it and
depression is a little true only with those patients who have cancer like the truck driver Jan in the YLE
documentary, but this should not be confused with the depression of an autumn day because it is
obviously the key to medical examinations with patients in our country's mental hospitals, while one
of all time from the cruelest group of friends in the field of medicine is creating justifications to use
human rats to advance their own academic careers at the expense of the health of our problem fish
with the help of a self-developed lie, for which they are rubber-stamping a solution in public.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/germanwings-andreas-lubitz
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/hasse-karlsson
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse
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THE THEORY THAT DOCTOR RANTALA ADVERTISES ABOUT DEPRESSION
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoubWDStqlc
Rantala, who brings an explanation from his own area of   expertise, i.e. evolutionary psychology,
to these psychiatric, i.e. medically non-existent diseases, only helps the professors of the University of
Turku to cover up their own crimes against people and the misuse of medicine, because if someone
believes Rantala's theories about a medically non-existent disease that would develop like any living
species or bacteria on Earth, is only suitable to cover up the truth that I am running after and which
seems to be largely a crime caused by misdirection and corruption on the medical side, targeting our
problem citizens who want to be harnessed as medical human rats for the studies of researchers at
the University of Turku.

I am not filing a criminal report against Rantala to the police, like his friend club at the University of
Turku, Ekelund, Lauerma, Karlsson, Korkeila, Hietala, because I do not see that Rantala is directly
guilty of crimes by lobbying these diseases to people who do not understand the matter, unlike his
new best friends from the University of Turku, of whom I have left Finland for the police criminal
complaint because they have already committed a crime when they have collected patients from our
mental hospital for their research results on whom they have performed medical examinations in the
name of imaginary diseases, where however only the function of cells during the disease is studied,
where however with the highest probability the effect of some chemical compound on the
functioning of human neurons has been studied.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/turku-early-psychosis-study-teps

My criminal complaint against this Turku University friend club is necessary so that in the future,
when the crimes they commit against people are seen more clearly, they and their ideological
descendants can be stopped and their crimes in the name of medicine that they have committed
against people can be found to the bottom.

TREATMENT OF DEPRESSION LOBBYED BY RANTALA
The operating model for the treatment of depression, which uses harsh chemical compounds, cannot
come from anywhere else than the unscrupulous plans of the university club he represents for our
problem citizens. Our mental hospitals which are actually medical research units specializing in illegal
human experiments on the effects of chemical compounds on brain functions, carried out under the
guise of depression.

Keravan Auervaara(Lauerma) has created such conditions in these places that no normal person can
survive in their full sense, which is apt to create an atmosphere based on hiding the illegalities of
medicine for the sake of one's own academic career at the expense of the health of these black-
painted human rats belonging to the minority group.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoubWDStqlc
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/turku-early-psychosis-study-teps
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MARKUS RANTALA A CRIMINAL IN THE EYES OF HANNULA
As a criminal investigator, it is clear to me that a blow of this magnitude, which is driven into the
ground by the professors and doctors of the University of Turku, which enables and justifies the
misuse of medicine with our problem citizens, even after years of training, Rantala cannot keep the
script of a lie of this magnitude continuously in sight, of which he will inevitably leave traces in other
words, for this interview, when he sometimes talks about the treatment of depression without drugs
and with drugs in a completely contradictory way.

It is really pitiful to see how the friend club of the University of Turku has crushed a mentally insecure
taekwondo girl from Turku, who, in the midst of her own lonely singleness, in desperation has gone to
seek spiritual approval from the friend club of the University of Turku, the price of which has been set
the marketing of medical atrocities in the name of empathy and pity, which is carried out by almost
the most respected and trusted in our society from the post, i.e. from the title of
professor/researcher/doctor in one's own field, which reads close to medicine.

Rantala's essence fully communicates his kindness, which is difficult to hide next to a lie of this
magnitude, which his insecurity in interviews most clearly shows when he tries to beat himself up
with memorizing the lines with a trembling voice, however, as a doctor of this level, he is aware of
what he is involved in, what he is doing and what he can get out of it to follow when caught.

This same uncertainty cannot be seen, for example, in Auervaara from Kerava, whose speeches about
evil come straight from the heart, without learned phrases or fear of what may follow from this
activity if caught, when this activity is most obviously an activity blessed by the leaders of our country.

The evil that has taken over the patients of Auervaara in Kerava, when they have stabbed their fellow
gang members because of an unprovoked quarrel, has nevertheless been quite normal behavior for a
drunken and drugged ape throughout history, however, in all its cruelty, nowhere near the levels that
have been perpetrated by the most merciless beast on earth, i.e. the white man and which a friend
club formed by Turku University professors is doing the witch hunt created by the medieval church of
monkeys in the name of mental health problems by mixing this activity with medicine.

These drunken knife junkies who stab each other while drugged are completely different in their
brutality from the actions of the Auervaara friend club in Kerava, which are carried out openly and
with full strength of soul and body. They are the abuse of medicine in the name of the academic
careers of their own friend club and the revival of the medieval witch hunt in Finland under the guise
of mental health problems, in the name of which our problem citizens can be burned in turun in the
university's doctoral naming ceremonies according to the theme of the Middle Ages in the 21st
century.
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